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UNCoMMoN TASTES
THE CoNSUMPTIoN oF CAMPANA A PoTTERY IN 
THE SoUTHERN LEVANT AND THE BLACK SEA 
REGIoN

s. handberg, p. j. stone & j. hjarl petersen

From the 4th to the 1st centuries BC, potters in the area around the Bay 
of Naples produced a wide range of shapes in an extremely fine and well-
made tableware covered with a shiny metallic black slip. As the earliest 
in a series of Hellenistic black-slipped fine wares from this region, this 
ware was named Campana A and classified in detail by Jean-Paul Morel.1 
By the beginning of the 2nd century BC, Campana A was being shipped 
from workshops in Naples to North Africa and the eastern Mediterranean. 
This export increased towards the middle of the 2nd century BC. But, as 
John Lund’s recent survey of its distribution shows, Campana A pottery is 
poorly represented numerically in ceramic assemblages outside the Tyrrhe-
nian Sea and the western Mediterranean despite its wide distribution.2 The 
widespread circulation of Campana A pottery in the eastern Mediterra-
nean is hardly surprising, as it was amongst the finest tablewares produced 
in the Mediterranean in the 2nd century BC. The small total quantity of 
vessels in the eastern Mediterranean, however, is a puzzlingly contradic-
tory phenomenon. Explanations for this peculiar distribution pattern have 
included the emigration of individuals from Italy, occasional gift giving 
by visiting merchants, and as a by-product of a more organized trade of 
Italian wine or other commodities. The southern Levant and the Black Sea 
area are two regions that exhibit this broad, but thin, spread of Campana 
A ware. By considering the distribution of Campana A and its appearance 
in well-defined use contexts in these two regions together, we hope to elu-
cidate the economic and social background behind this intriguing pattern 
of distribution. 

When Morel created his typology of Campana A, he subdivided shape 
classes (e.g., plates, bowls) into types recognizable on the basis of distinct 
morphological characteristics, such as rim treatment. Because Morel paid 
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close attention to the date of comparable types in other wares, and the 
dated contexts in which different types occurred, he was able to assign 
reliable dates to them.3 In this respect, Campana A pottery is similar to 
the well studied Hellenistic pottery of Athens and it is possible to pin-
point rather precisely when it first appeared in the two regions. The clearly 
defined Campana A types also allow us to speculate on whether this kind 
of pottery arrived from the same source and fulfilled the same function(s) 
in these two regions. Consideration of the types present in each region 
suggests that the island of Delos played a central role in its distribution. 
Furthermore, the sites and contexts in which it appears suggest that its 
spread in each region was not coincidental. The people who used Campana 
A were sophisticated consumers who had overseas contacts and a concern 
for entertaining in style. 

Distribution of Campana A ware in the southern Levant
Campana A pottery is spread rather broadly over the southern Levant (see 
Fig. 1). Despite the generally wide distribution of the ware, it does not 
occur in large quantities at any site. The minimum total of known vessels 
in the region is sixty-six, most of which are fragmentary.4 It is most com-
mon at coastal sites such as Akko-Ptolemais and Keisan and at inland sites 
that were particularly well connected to trade routes from the coast, such 
as Tel Kedesh, Tel Anafa and Maresha. Several other sites, all near the 
coast or well connected to the coast, also received one or two stray pieces. 
Given the small quantities in which Campana A appears in the region, and 
the possibility that it was not recognized by some excavators in the past, its 
absence in any given publication cannot be seen as conclusive proof that 
it was not used at the site. Campana A is unattested at a number of pub-
lished sites from all over the southern Levant,5 but it is clear that the ware 
is absent from all sites in the central hills (e.g., Jerusalem, Shechem, Mt. 
Gerizim, Tirat Yehuda) with the possible exception of the prosperous city 
of Samaria, the site of a Greco-Macedonian military colony established by 
Alexander the Great.6 Indeed, other 2nd-century imports are nearly absent 
at these same sites (again with the exception of Samaria), suggesting that 
their populations were not interested in the sorts of cuisine and varied 
table settings that were common throughout much of the eastern Mediter-
ranean in the Hellenistic period. 
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Campana A types represented in the southern Levant
All the Campana A vessels attested in the southern Levant are bowls and 
plates. Within these two shape categories, a limited but consistent range of 
Campana A types is represented. At Keisan, a plate with drooping rim (see 
Fig. 2:1 for the type),7 a bowl with everted rim (see Fig. 2:6 for the type),8 
and a bowl with in-curved rim9 are attested.10 At Akko-Ptolemais, two 
plates with drooping rim, one with a stylized stamped palmette,11 a bowl 
with everted rim12 and a hemispherical bowl (see Fig. 2:8 for the type)13 are 
represented. At Maresha, a plate with drooping rim,14 a plate with offset 

Fig. 1. Map of the 
southern Levant.
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Fig. 2. Campana A pottery from Kedesh (1–3, 5–8), and Anafa (after Slane 1997, pl. 
28: FW457).
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ledge rim (see Fig 2:4 for the type),15 a bowl with everted rim and a stylized 
stamped palmette motif, and a hemispherical bowl are published.16 Tikva 
Levine refers to “many more” examples of the ware at the site. At Anafa, 
at least thirty-three sherds of Campana A were discovered, representing 
an unknown quantity of vessels. The published vessels include one plate 
with drooping rim, two plates with offset ledge rim, at least one plate with 
upturned rim (see Fig. 2:5 for the type),17 and a bowl with everted rim.18 
At present, Tel Kedesh is the only Levantine site from which total numbers 
of Campana A vessels by type are available (Table 1). of the forty-three 
fragmentary Campana A vessels identified at the site,19 most are of the same 
types seen at other Levantine sites: plates with drooping ledge rim, plates 
with upturned rim, hemispherical bowls, and bowls with everted rim. The 
types at Kedesh that are not known at any other Levantine site are the 
bowl with thickened rim (see Fig. 2:7),20 which is represented in several 
examples at the site, and a single plate with rolled rim (see Fig. 2:3).21 Few 
of the Kedesh vessels are decorated, though one plate with drooping rim 
has the stamped leaf motif that is common on Campana A vessels in the 
Black Sea region (see Fig. 6).

Plate, drooping rim 19

Plate, rolled rim 1

Plate, upturned rim 4

Bowl, everted rim 9

Bowl, thickened rim 5

Hemispherical bowl 5

Total 43

Table 1: Minimum counts of Campana A types at Kedesh.

Individual examples, or examples of vessels whose types cannot be identi-
fied, are known from several other sites in the southern Levant. Sherds 
of Campana A are certainly attested at Dor,22 and a bowl with everted 
rim, probably in Campana A ware, has been published.23 At Jiyeh, a bowl 
with everted rim, a base with stamped palmettes and a base with stylized 
stamped leaves and rouletting are attested.24 At Sha’ar Ha’Amakim, anoth-
er bowl with everted rim is attested.25 At Ashdod, a plate with upturned 
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rim, possibly in Campana A ware, has been published,26 as has a possible 
Campana A plate with offset ledge rim from Samaria.27 Excavators at Bei-
rut mention finding Campana A but no vessels have been published.28An 
overview of the types represented in the southern Levant shows that several 
recur at multiple sites, namely plates with drooping rim, plates with offset 
ledge rim, plates with upturned rim, bowls with everted rim, and hemi-
spherical bowls (see Table 2). The inland sites at which Campana A cer-
tainly occurs – Kedesh, Anafa and Maresha – all have a remarkably broad 
range of types represented by regional standards, indicating that access to, 
and demand for, Campana A pottery was certainly not strictly limited to 
residents of the coast.

Plate, 
droop-
ing rim

Plate, 
rolled 
rim

Plate, 
offset 

ledge rim

Plate, 
upturned 

rim

Bowl, 
everted 

rim

Bowl, 
thickened 

rim

Bowl, 
incurved 

rim

Bowl,  
hemi-

spherical

Sites in the Coastal Plain

Jiyeh - - - - X - - -
Keisan X - - - X - X -
Akko-

Ptolemais X - - - X - - X

Sha’ar 
Ha’Amakim

- - - - X - - -

Inland Sites

Kedesh X X - X X X - X

Anafa X - X X X - - -

Maresha X - X - X - - X

Table 2: Campana A types represented at Levantine sites.29 

The distribution of Campana A ware in the Black Sea region
The Black Sea region offers a useful point of comparison to the southern 
Levant regarding the distribution of Campana A pottery. There are thirty-
three known Campana A vessels from the Black Sea region, most of which, 
as in the Levant, are fragmentary. In the last couple of years, Campana A 
imports have been recognized at several sites in the Black Sea area, mostly 
in the northwestern part that comprises the modern countries of Romania 
and southern Ukraine (Fig. 3).30 Although the occurrence of Campana 
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A pottery in the Black Sea region is likely to have been more widespread 
than generally acknowledged, it appears that imports to sites in this area 
remained relatively limited and most pieces are found at sites situated along 
the coast.31 As in the southern Levant, Campana A pottery does not consti-
tute a significant portion of any site’s tableware assemblage.32

Campana A types represented in the Black Sea region 
As in the southern Levant, the corpus of Campana A in the Black Sea 
region consists almost exclusively of bowls and plates (Table 3 and Fig. 
4). Most of the Campana A fragments in the Black Sea area are bases with 
stamped decoration. The relative scarcity of complete shapes or even rims 
often makes ascriptions to specific types difficult.  
 We will survey the distribution of Campana A pottery starting along the 
western coast of the Black Sea. Istros is the southernmost site in the region 
where Campana A pottery has been identified. Here, plates with rolled rim 

Fig. 3. Map of the northwestern Black Sea area. 
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Fig. 4. Campana A pottery from olbia Pontica.
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and bowls with everted rim have been found in the temenos area and in the 
tumulus necropolis situated immediately on the outskirts of the city. Two 
bowls and a plate have been published from the temenos, both of which are 
decorated with a characteristic stamped leaf motif.33 The same shapes occur 
in the graves at the site where the stamped leaf motif is found on a plate.34 
A fragment of a Campana A bowl has been published from the Thracian 
site of Satu-Nou, and a plate with drooping rim from Sarichioi-Sărata in 
the hinterland of Istros as well as bowls with everted rim from Aegyssus, 
including one decorated with stamped leaves.35 
 Campana A pottery does not appear in the area between Istros and 
olbia situated on the Bug (the ancient Hypanis) river. No vessels have 
been recognized at Tyras or Nikonion in the Dniester estuary, for instance. 
Campana A imports appear again at olbia, which is at present the Black 
Sea site where the most Campana A imports have been recognized. The 
largest group of Campana A pottery from olbia comes from the lower city 
(sector NGS), where twenty-four houses of the Late Classical and Hellen-
istic period have been excavated since the mid-1980s. Nine fragments from 
bowls with everted and plain rim,36 hemispherical bowls and plates with 
drooping rim, plates with rolled rim, and with plain rim,37 as well as the 
upper part of a Campana A jug (Fig. 5)38 were included in a recent exten-
sive publication of the entire city quarter.39 Five examples of the bowls and 
plates carry stamped leaf motifs like those from Istros and Aegyssus (Fig. 
4: 2–4, 7). Similar types are known from the excavations in the upper city 
of olbia where Campana A fragments with stamped leaves and palmettes 
have been found inside a cistern in the Agora.40 Although no Campana A 
pottery has been published from the chora of olbia, a single bowl from the 
settlement of Kozyrka 2 has been documented.41 Along the western coast 
of Crimea, Campana A bowls with everted rim and plates with rolled rim 
occur at Bol’shoj Kastel’,42 Kalos Limen43 and Čajka,44 and published as 
well as unpublished plates with rolled rim decorated with stamped leaves 
are known from Chersonesos.45 A single hemispherical bowl has been 
found during excavations inside Megaron N in the southern Palace at the 
Scythian capital of Neapolis (modern day Simferopol).46 Apart from a pos-
sible single fragment from Nymphaion,47 Campana A pottery appears to be 
absent in the Bosporan area, at least as far as we may judge from available 
publications.48 Table 3 shows the distribution of Campana A types in the 
Black Sea region.
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Plate, 
droop-
ing rim

Plate, 
rolled 
rim

Plate, 
plain 
rim

Bowl, 
Morel 
series 
260049

Bowl, 
everted 

rim

Bowl, 
plain 
rim

Bowl, 
plain 
rim? 

294350
Hemispheri-

cal bowl

Istros - X - X - - -

Satu-Nou - - - X - - - -

Sarichioi-Sărata X - - - - - - -

Aegyssus - - - - X - - -

olbia X X X - X X - X (2952)

Western Crimea - X - - X - X X

Table 3. Campana A types represented at Black Sea sites. 

There is some overlap in the range of types attested in the southern Levant 
and the Black Sea region (Table 4). Bowls with everted rim were wide-
spread in each region, and examples of plates with drooping rim, plates 
with rolled rim, and hemispherical bowls occur in both regions. How-
ever, there are some important differences. Plates with offset ledge rim and 
upturned rim, both present at several sites in the southern Levant, are not 
attested at all in the Black Sea region; neither are the thickened rim and 
incurved rim bowls, both of which are attested at one site (Kedesh) in the 
southern Levant. Likewise, plates and bowls with plain rim of the sort 
attested at olbia are not represented in the southern Levant. These discrep-
ancies could reflect a different date range of importation, different sources 
for the ware, or the different preferences of the people in the two regions.

Southern Levant Black Sea

Plate, drooping rim X X
Plate, rolled rim X X
Plate, offset ledge rim X -
Plate, upturned rim X -
Plate, plain rim - X
Bowl, everted rim X X
Bowl, thickened rim X -
Bowl, plain rim - -
Bowl, incurved rim X -
Hemispherical bowl X X

Table 4: Campana A types reported in the southern Levant and the Black Sea region.
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The chronology of Campana A Types in the southern Levant and the Black Sea 
region
As mentioned above, thanks to Morel’s detailed and closely dated typol-
ogy, we have a good sense of the date range of Campana A vessels. In addi-
tion, contextual evidence from both the southern Levant and the Black 
Sea furnishes further evidence for dating the ware’s appearance in these 
regions. It seems that Campana A did not arrive in either region prior to 
the 2nd century BC. Types such as fishplates with hanging rim that are 
dated primarily to the 3rd and early 2nd century BC,51 and which were 
exported at that early date to central and western Mediterranean sites such 
as Benghazi,52 do not appear in either region. The absence of such a popu-
lar and widespread form as this suggests that the exchange networks that 
brought Campana A to the southern Levant and the Black Sea region were 
not yet in place in the 3rd or early 2nd century BC. Likewise, common 
Campana A forms of the 1st century BC, such as plates with angled wall53 
and bowls with grooved rim,54 are not attested at all in the southern Levant 
or the Black Sea region, suggesting that import to both regions had ceased 
by the 1st century BC.

Dated parallels in Morel’s corpus place all of the types attested in both 
the southern Levant and the Black Sea region in the 3rd or 2nd century 
BC, and vessels most often fall into the second or third quarter of the 2nd 
century BC. of the seventeen examples of plates with drooping rim in 
Campana A ware published by Morel, only one example is dated to the 3rd 
or 2nd century BC;55 the rest are dated to the 2nd century BC. Three out 
of four closely datable examples cluster in the decades from 170–130 BC,56 

Fig. 5. Campana 
A jug from the 
lower city in 
olbia Pontica.
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and the final closely dated example is dated c. 120/100 BC.57 Plates with 
rolled rim in Campana A are dated to the middle or third quarter of the 
2nd century BC,58 and plates with offset ledge rim are dated from the first 
half or middle of the 2nd century BC to the turn of the 1st century BC.59 
Morel dates plates with upturned rim in Campana A to the third quarter 
of the 2nd century, or perhaps a little later.60 The plate with plain rim that 
most closely matches the example from olbia is dated broadly to the 2nd 
century BC.61 Bowls with everted rim in Campana A and other wares are 
dated to the 3rd and 2nd centuries BC, and none of Morel’s examples are 
more closely datable.62 Morel dates bowls with thickened rim (which occur 
only in Campana A) exclusively to the middle or third quarter of the 2nd 
century BC.63 of the two varieties of bowls with plain rim, one (type 2855) 
is dated to c. 140/130 BC64 while the other variety is assigned dates ranging 
from c. 140/130 BC down to c. 100 BC or perhaps as late as the first quar-
ter of the 1st century BC.65 Bowls with incurved rim, especially if the form 
is not fully preserved, could date anywhere from the 4th to the 1st century 
BC. Morel places the hemispherical bowls in Campana A in the middle to 
third quarter of the 2nd century BC.66  
 The best available evidence for the chronology of Campana A imports 
in the southern Levant comes from Tel Kedesh, Tel Anafa and Maresha. 
Kedesh was the site of a large administrative centre-cum-palace under the 
Ptolemies in the 3rd century BC and the Seleucids in the first half of the 
2nd century. The site was abandoned abruptly in 144/143 BC after the 
Hasmonean army of Jonathan the Maccabee routed the Seleucid army in a 
battle fought on the nearby plain of Hazor (the Hula Valley).67 At Kedesh, 
Campana A vessels appear in contexts dated from the beginning of the 
2nd century BC down to the abandonment of the site in 144/143 BC, 
the terminus ante quem for the forty-three Campana A vessels from the 
site. Three well-preserved plates with drooping rim are attested in the pri-
mary deposits associated with the abandonment of the site, indicating that 
Campana A was in use when the site was abandoned.68 It may be signifi-
cant given the quantity of Campana A recovered from Kedesh that there 
are no plates with offset ledge rim at the site. Perhaps this type, which is 
generally given a later date by Morel, did not occur in the Levant by the 
time the site was abandoned. It is also interesting that several bowls with 
thickened rim, a form that Morel dates to the middle or third quarter of 
the 2nd century BC, are attested at Kedesh and not reported from any 
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other Southern Levantine site. Since all other types reported in the Levant 
have a potentially later span than bowls with thickened rim, their presence 
at Kedesh may indicate that the arrival of Campana A already in the mid-
dle of the 2nd century BC is remarkably early in the region. Kedesh is also 
the only site in the Southern Levant at which the early stamped leaf motif 
occurs, a motif generally assigned to the 140s BC, or earlier, on the basis of 
finds from other sites (see below). The terminus ante quem of 144/143 BC 
at Kedesh represents the earliest stratigraphic occurrence of Campana A in 
the Southern Levant. Furthermore, the quantity of the ware and range of 
types strongly suggests that it was present already in the second quarter of 
the 2nd century BC. 

Tel Anafa and Maresha provide stratigraphic evidence for continued use 
of the ware in the southern Levant in the second half of the 2nd century. 
Anafa is a site just to the east of Kedesh in the Hula Valley that was a 
farmstead or small village in the orbit of Kedesh in the 3rd and first half 
of the 2nd century BC. A large villa was built at the site in c. 125 BC that 
was used through the first quarter of the 1st century BC. Campana A 
may have appeared at the site shortly before the erection of the villa, but 
the stratigraphic evidence is uncertain.69 Plates with offset ledge rim occur 
at Anafa, perhaps indicating that the form began to be imported to the 
region between the abandonment of Kedesh in 144/143 BC and the erec-
tion of the villa at Anafa in c. 125 BC. 

Maresha was a prosperous town throughout the Hellenistic period. 
Extensive deposits of material dating primarily from the 2nd century BC 
have been published from subterranean complexes that formed the base-
ments of at least two houses. The material at Maresha is unstratified, but 
the site was destroyed by the army of John Hyrcanus in c. 112/111 BC, 
meaning that all Campana A vessels at the site must have been brought 
there before that date.70 As at Anafa, plates with offset ledge rim are present 
at Maresha, thus it seems likely that this form arrived in the region at some 
point after the abandonment of Kedesh. Given the date ranges assigned 
to Campana A types in the southern Levant and the contextual evidence 
described above, it seems likely that the ware was no longer being imported 
to the region by c. 100 BC.71  
 The evidence from the Black Sea region supports a contemporary date 
for the import of Campana A pottery. The stamped leaf motif, which is 
found on more than half (eighteen out of thirty-three) of all the Campana 
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A vessels currently known from the Black Sea region,72 is well-attested on 
Campana A pottery from western Mediterranean sites. on the basis of 
finds from Sardinia, Morel has shown that this specific motif underwent a 
development from clearly marked and separated leaves to stereotyped and 
rudimentary treatment in later examples (Fig. 6).73 Given the regularity 
with which this motif occurs in the Black Sea region, it can be an impor-
tant indicator of the chronological range of the ware in the region. 
 on contextual grounds, the chronological limits of the leaf motif can be 
fairly well established. Bowls with the stamped leaf motif were recovered 
from the Punta Scaletta wreck near the island of Gianutri off the coast of 
Tuscany, dated c. 150–130 BC.74 The motif also occurs on vessels found at 
Corinth in the lower fill beneath the Southeast Building. This fill is dated 
to shortly before the destruction of the city by the Romans in 146 BC, 
but perhaps deposited in the interim period between the destruction and 
the refounding of the city in 44 BC.75 However, since the motif is present 
at Carthage it was certainly employed prior to the destruction of the city 
in 146 BC.76 The early variant of the leaf stamp was, as mentioned above, 
found at Tel Kedesh before the site was abandoned in 144/143 BC (Fig. 
2:2). 
 Two closed contexts from the Black Sea area corroborate the original 
date between 150–130 BC proposed by Lamboglia. The leaf motif occurs 
on the Campana A pottery from the deposit in the cistern in the Agora at 
olbia. Elena I. Levi, who published some of the finds from the cistern, dat-
ed the assemblage on the basis of the large amount of amphora stamps that 
it contained.77 According to the revised chronology of both the Rhodian 

Fig. 6. Leaf stamp motifs found on Campana A from olbia Pontica in the Black Sea 
region.
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and the Sinopean stamps by Gerald Finkielsztejn and Nikolay F. Fedoseev, 
the closing of the cistern can probably be precisely dated to the 140s BC.78 
At Neapolis, excavations inside Megaron N in the southern palace area 
have revealed a succession of stratified floors. one layer in particular, layer 
E1, is associated with a fire that occurred in 135/131 BC, and contained a 
Campana A bowl with the leaf motif.79 Campana A vessels with stamped 
leaf motif of the sort common in the Black Sea region can therefore be 
placed within the third quarter of the 2nd century BC. 
 In sum, the range of forms attested and the contextual evidence suggests 
that the import of Campana A to the southern Levant and the Black Sea 
area was very limited in the first half of the 2nd century BC, but intensi-
fied towards the middle of the century before ceasing altogether by its 
end. What is the best way to account for this limited chronological range? 
Trade between the southern Levant and the rest of the Mediterranean was 
certainly curtailed while the region was under Ptolemaic rule in the 3rd 
century BC. Despite this, coastal sites had at least some regular access to 
Aegean and Cypriote imports, and there is no reason to assume that Ital-
ian products could not have made it to the Levant in the 3rd or early 2nd 
century BC had there been a means of supply.80 It seems that merchants, 
settlers or travellers bearing Campana A pottery did not travel east towards 
Levantine ports in the 3rd or early 2nd century BC. The absence of Cam-
pana A in the Black Sea region in the 3rd century BC is even more striking 
since the region was well connected with the Aegean. 

The closest match for the range of Campana A types attested in both the 
southern Levant and the Black Sea can be found on Delos. The Campana 
A types published from Delos include plates with drooping rim, plates 
with offset ledge rim, plates with upturned rim, bowls with everted rim, 
bowls with incurved rim, and hemispherical bowls. Almost all of the shape 
series Morel refers to from the island are represented in both regions.81  
Indeed there is only one type attested at Delos – the bowl with grooved rim 
(series 2300) – that is not represented in the Levant or the Black Sea area, 
and it is dated to the 1st century BC by which time Campana A imports 
had stopped arriving in either region. Further evidence for connections 
between Delos and the Black Sea region is furnished by proxeny decrees on 
Delos honouring Diodoros and Posideos, son of Dionysios, both residents 
of olbia in the Black Sea.82 In his article on the Campana A pottery from 
Delos, Morel suggested that the island had a role in supplying ports in 
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the eastern Mediterranean with Campana A pottery, among other goods.83 
After the Romans granted Athens control of Delos in 166 BC and made 
it a free port, groups of Phoenician and Italian merchants settled there in 
order to take advantage of its new status and its position in the southern 
Aegean.84 The timing of this change in the island’s status corresponds well 
with the first appearance of Campana A pottery at Delos, in Cyprus,85 and 
in the Black Sea and the Levant regions. 

Distribution mechanisms
Even if we grant that Delos had a role in the limited spread of Campana 
A pottery in Cyprus, the Levant and the Black Sea region in the mid 2nd 
century BC, the mechanism by which this was done is still uncertain. The 
quantities of Campana A attested at Levantine sites pale in comparison 
to northern Levantine coastal fine ware,86 the black slipped predecessor of 
Eastern Sigillata A, and Eastern Sigillata A itself.87 Campana A is also less 
common than colour coated ware A (probably Rhodian),88 and wares from 
western Asia Minor and the Aegean.89 Likewise, in the Black Sea region 
Campana A is much less common than fine wares from Pergamon, Ephe-
sian mould-made bowls and, to a certain extent, the colour coated ware A 
of Rhodes.90 Thus, the presence of Campana A was probably not the result 
of the same sort of regular trade and marketing that brought these wares 
to either region. A number of suggestions have been made to account for 
the relatively limited spread of the ware. Chief among these is the possibil-
ity that Campana A vessels were the personal possessions of individuals or 
small groups who moved from Italy to the eastern Mediterranean.91 Such 
an explanation strains plausibility in the case of the southern Levant or the 
Black Sea region, since it would suggest that quite small enclaves of people 
from Italy settled at many sites, both inland and on the coast.

The similarities in the chronological range and the thin spread of Cam-
pana A ware in the southern Levant and the Black Sea region suggest that 
it arrived in each region through similar channels. The possibilities left to 
us, if we rule out mass marketing or Italic settlers, are occasional trade, 
visitors from Delos bearing Campana A as gifts, or, conversely, people from 
the southern Levant and the Black Sea who visited Delos and purchased 
Campana A vessels to bring home. of course, none of these explanations 
are mutually exclusive. The appearance of Campana A in small quantities 
at coastal sites could have resulted from any of these three possibilities. 
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one can imagine people in a port town occasionally acquiring vessels of 
an unusual ware from passing ships, or sailors and merchants occasionally 
leaving some dishes behind when visiting a port. 

Merchants themselves who lived in the coastal towns of both regions 
would have been well travelled and would have had the option to acquire 
goods that were not regularly imported. The presence of a similar range 
(and an even greater variety) of Campana A vessels at Levantine inland 
sites as on the coast (see Table 2), however, suggests that its appearance 
was not entirely coincidental. The people who brought these vessels to the 
region had a consistent source, and it was clearly not just acquired by resi-
dents or merchants in coastal towns. Either visitors to certain inland sites 
travelled with the same range of dishes as possessions or gifts; merchants 
catered to inland residents who had rather specific, perhaps even refined, 
tastes; or well-travelled individuals from the region purchased Campana A 
vessels while they were abroad.

The evidence from the Black Sea region also suggests that Campana 
A was marketed to, or chosen by, specific individuals. Campana A pot-
tery was not distributed to the western coast of Asia Minor. The ware is 
absent from major cities along the coast such as Ilion,92 Pergamon,93 Ephe-
sos,94 Miletus95 and Halikarnassos,96 where we might have expected to find 
Campana A pottery. Campana A has been reported from Priene, but as far 
as the authors are aware no vessels have been published.97 In light of the 
occurrence of Campana A pottery in the Black Sea, its near absence along 
the western coast of Asia Minor is even more surprising since there was a 
large export of Ephesian mould-made bowls as well as some Pergamene 
West-Slope pottery to the Black Sea area.98 Ships setting out from Delos 
and heading towards the Black Sea would probably have travelled along 
the western coast of Asia Minor, although apparently they did not offload 
any Campana A pottery at sites along the coast but retained them for the 
Black Sea market. If Delian or other visitors or merchants brought Cam-
pana A to the Black Sea region, it was with the knowledge that some people 
in the region had an appreciation for the ware. Alternatively, the scarcity of 
Campana A at sites between Delos and the Black Sea region may indicate 
that Campana A vessels were the property of people from the Black Sea 
area who had purchased them for their own use. In either case, it seems 
that a taste for Campana A pottery was not shared by people in western 
Asia Minor. 
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The contextual setting of Campana A in the Black Sea and the southern Levant
A consideration of the economic and cultural affiliations of the sites where 
Campana A has been found in the Black Sea region and the southern 
Levant may shed some additional light on how the ware came to these 
regions and how it was used by the locals. Unfortunately, most of the Cam-
pana A recovered at sites in both regions has been found not only in small 
quantities but also in secondary or tertiary deposition, rendering it difficult 
to determine what its original use context may have been.  Fortunately, 
there is at least one functional context in each region that Campana A ves-
sels can be directly associated with: House III-3 at olbia, and the palatial 
administrative centre at Tel Kedesh.  
 The best contextual information for the use of Campana A in the Black 
Sea area comes from the lower city of olbia. Here, a clear contextual asso-
ciation of Campana A and Greco-Italic amphoras is obvious. Basement 253 
in House IV-1 was one of the few rooms in the lower city that remained 
preserved and relatively undisturbed. In this basement, two almost com-
plete Greco-Italic amphoras of the second half of the 2nd century BC were 
found still standing up against a wall.99 A Campana A plate was found in 
the same basement (Fig. 4:1).100 In House III-3, situated at a distance less 
than ten metres from House IV-1 in the western house block, five Cam-
pana A vessels were found in Room 278 and its associated Basement 368. 
Another was found in the courtyard of the house (Fig. 4:3, 5 –7). The base-
ment also contained a Greco-Italic and many Rhodian amphoras.101 Room 
359, belonging to House III-3, was the andron of the house and furnished 
with a raised platform for klinai. House III-3 is the only residence out of 
twenty-four in the northern quarter of the lower city to have an andron. 
The house is also exceptional in having two courtyards, rather than the 
one found in other houses. The inhabitants of House III-3 were apparently 
rather wealthy, and accustomed to dine in a formal setting. In addition 
to the Campana A vessels, the owners of the house had other imported 
pottery, including Ephesian mould-made bowls, Pergamene West-Slope 
pottery and some of the finest local tablewares.  For all these reasons, it is 
tempting to view the Campana A pottery from House III-3 as part of the 
tableware used during dining in the andron in the third quarter of the 2nd 
century BC.  
 Campana A was also used in well-appointed residences in the south-
ern Levant. At least forty-three Campana A vessels were found in deposits 
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associated with the large 2nd century BC palace and administrative centre 
at Kedesh (see Fig. 2:1–3, 5–8).102 As at other sites in the region, most of 
the Campana A vessels were very fragmentary and found in fills separated 
from their use context. However, since they were found in the course of the 
excavation of a single large Hellenistic building, with relatively little later 
disturbance, we can be confident that they were used there. only three 
vessels were found in primary deposition, two in a large storeroom and 
one in a probable pantry near an entrance to the building. The building 
featured an elaborate complex of two reception rooms and a dining room 
(unfortunately disturbed) with tessellated floors and moulded and painted 
plaster wall decoration.103 This décor is comparable to that employed in 
many of the houses at Delos in the 2nd century BC and represents the 
best in 2nd-century interior design.104 It is quite likely that the Campana 
A vessels were part of the equipment used for entertaining in the dining 
room, either as matched sets or blended with the wide array of local and 
imported tablewares used at the site in the middle of the 2nd century BC. 
Kedesh received imported tablewares from the northern Levant, Cyprus, 
the Aegean and western Asia Minor, and even Mesopotamia.105 In addi-
tion to the lavish architectural setting and the variety of tablewares, the 
residents of Kedesh regularly received wine in imported Aegean amphoras, 
although no Italic amphoras are represented at the site. They also used 
cooking pots, casseroles and pans for preparing food in the local and Greek 
culinary traditions.106 Thus, in the one well-preserved and thoroughly exca-
vated Levantine building in which we can be certain Campana A vessels 
were used regularly people were accustomed to dine in a formal setting, 
decorated and equipped in the latest fashion. The people living at Kedesh 
in the middle of the 2nd century BC had quite cosmopolitan tastes, which 
included a predilection for Campana A pottery.  
 Although we cannot be sure of the specific contexts of most of the Cam-
pana A vessels recovered elsewhere in the southern Levant, all examples 
come from areas of probable domestic use.107 Despite the ambiguity of 
specific use contexts, it is clear that all of the sites at which Campana A 
is attested had populations with eclectic tastes similar to the residents of 
Kedesh. Both coastal and inland sites at which Campana A vessels are 
attested received a variety of other ceramic imports from the northern 
Levant and the Aegean, as well as a range of cooking vessels for preparing 
local Levantine, Greek and possibly Italic-style cuisine.108 Likewise, Aegean 
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amphoras are common at these sites, though Italic amphoras are reported 
only in small quantities. Campana A pottery was quite probably used in 
the late Hellenistic stuccoed building at Anafa, which featured a peristyle 
courtyard, rooms decorated with drafted and painted wall plaster (like 
Kedesh) comparable to Hellenistic Delos, and even a bath complex with 
a mosaic floor.109 Moulded and painted wall decoration like that found at 
Kedesh and Anafa has been unearthed at Akko-Ptolemais as well.110  Sev-
eral of the tombs in the necropolis of Maresha feature painted decora-
tion. one particularly elaborate tomb features motifs such as Panathenaic 
amphoras, kantharoi, loutrophoroi and an array of exotic animals, many 
labelled in Greek.111 It is worth noting that at the one clear cluster of pub-
lished sites where Campana A is not reported – the towns of the central 
hills – imported pottery is scarce, and Mediterranean style interior décor is 
completely unattested.

The absence of Campana A in the central hills makes the relatively 
wide range of types of Campana A at the inland sites of Kedesh, Ana-
fa and Maresha all the more interesting (Table 2). In the Hellenistic 
period, just as in the Iron Age and the Persian period, the coastal cit-
ies of the central and southern Levant were largely populated by Phoe-
nicians. The Phoenicians were famous in antiquity for their mercantile 
exploits and cosmopolitan outlook, an impression that the archaeologi-
cal record supports.112 It is intriguing, then, that there is evidence for 
Phoenician habitation at all three inland sites where Campana A pottery 
is attested in quantity. In the eastern necropolis of Maresha, the elabo-
rately decorated tomb mentioned above features a dedicatory inscription 
to Apollophanes who is named as the head of the Sidonian colony at 
the site.113 At least some of the residents of this prosperous inland town 
were Phoenicians from Sidon. Both the palatial administrative centre 
at Kedesh and the late 2nd century villa at Tel Anafa were built using a 
Phoenician construction technique termed “pier and rubble” construc-
tion.114 The ceramic assemblages of both sites also feature a very large 
quantity and wide range of vessels in a ware termed “Phoenician semi 
fine” by Andrea Berlin because of its production on the coast at Tyre and 
Akko-Ptolemais and its concentration at sites in traditional Phoenician 
territory.115 In addition, among the archive of bullae found at Kedesh are 
several bearing an image of Tanit that read, in Phoenician script, “he 
who is over the land”.116 The combined evidence from coastal and inland 
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sites suggests that Campana A pottery was most popular in the Levant 
among Phoenicians. 

The close correspondence between the assemblages of Campana A attest-
ed at Delos and the southern Levant also makes better sense in this light. 
Like all of the Levantine sites at which Campana A has been recovered in 
quantity, the residents of Delos in the mid to late 2nd century BC lived in 
nicely decorated houses, many featuring dining rooms, and enjoyed a wide 
range of imported goods from Italy, the Aegean and the Levant.117 Moreo-
ver, Greek, Italic and Phoenician merchants settled at Delos, interacted 
and presumably took advantage of their connections back home to estab-
lish business contacts.118 Campana A pottery, as a discrete, easily recogniz-
able Italic product, seems a likely vestige of such intimate economic and 
social connections between Delos and the Levant. Perhaps Phoenicians liv-
ing on Delos kept contact with people from their homeland, disseminating 
to a small set of businessmen and/or prominent locals a taste for an exotic 
and especially nice ceramic product from the west. The large quantity (by 
regional standards) in which the ware is attested at Kedesh may be an indi-
cation that the administrators stationed at the site regularly travelled across 
the eastern Mediterranean, or the frequency with which this important 
nodal point received visitors from abroad. 

Conclusions
It is evident from the discussion above that Campana A was surprisingly 
widespread, albeit in small quantities, in both the southern Levant and the 
Black Sea region during a brief window (probably less than fifty years) in 
the mid to late 2nd century BC. Regular, sustained trade on a substantial 
scale was clearly not how these vessels arrived in either region. It also seems 
that Campana A vessels did not arrive as a by-product of trade in Italic 
wine, since the sites at which Campana A vessels have been recovered in 
both regions do not have an obvious abundance of Italic amphoras.119 The 
broad spread of a limited range of types, and the modest concentrations 
of the ware, suggest that Campana A vessels did not arrive in either region 
as the possessions of Italic settlers. Rather, the Campana A assemblage 
attested in both regions corresponds closely with the assemblage of 2nd-
century BC Campana A attested at Delos, and the appearance of the ware 
was probably the result of some sort of regular communication between 
Delos and these two regions. Delos became a commercial hub between 
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Italy, the Aegean and the eastern Mediterranean in the middle of the 2nd 
century BC, with substantial communities of Greek, Italic and Phoeni-
cian merchants. The thin spread of Campana A in both of the regions 
considered here seems likely to be the result of “specialized” export or gift 
giving on the part of Delian merchants or travellers, or the acquisition of 
particularly nice vessels by merchants or officials, or simply well-travelled 
people from the southern Levant and the Black Sea area. In the case of 
the Levant, it seems that a preponderance of the people who acquired and 
used Campana A vessels were Phoenicians, who were perhaps maintaining 
contacts with their countrymen on Delos. The differences in the range of 
types and decoration attested in each region may be an indication that the 
people (be they Delians or the locals of each area) who brought Campana 
A to the Black Sea region and the southern Levant drew on different Deli-
an sources. These differences may in turn be a reflection of distinct social 
networks or business relationships.   

Despite the differences in their assemblages of Campana A, the peo-
ple who used Campana A in both regions discussed here were part of a 
sophisticated cultural milieu. The appearance of Campana A pottery at 
sites that were particularly well supplied with other imports in both regions 
suggests that the people who had access to Campana A had eclectic tastes. 
Further support for this can be garnered if we reflect on the architectural 
contexts in which the ware has been recovered: the administrative build-
ing at Kedesh, and House III-3 in the lower city of olbia. Both of these 
buildings were lavish by regional standards. The administrative building at 
Kedesh was vast in scale and featured elaborately decorated formal dining 
and reception rooms comparable in their flooring and wall decoration to 
the elaborate houses at Delos. Such facilities were not the norm for south-
ern Levantine sites, especially those situated at a distance from the coast. 
House III-3 at olbia, although much more modest in overall scale than 
Kedesh, is the only house out of twenty-four in the lower city that featured 
an actual dining room. In both cases, Campana A occurred in buildings 
whose residents were accustomed to entertain with some degree of for-
mality and style. Despite their infrequent appearance, Campana A vessels 
were not distributed at random; they were acquired by limited groups of 
particularly urbane and well-connected people. Since Campana A was not 
marketed in these regions on the scale of other finewares, such as East-
ern Sigillata A in the Levant, or Pergamene and Ephesian wares in the 
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Black Sea region – not just anyone could choose to acquire it. only people 
who could travel, who knew Delian merchants or who received visitors 
from abroad had the option to acquire these fine tablewares. As such, the 
appearance of Campana A pottery in the southern Levant and the Black 
Sea area may be representative of intimate business or social networks and 
the tastes of the elite.  
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ments of houses, see Levine 2003, 73.
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109 Herbert 1994, 14–19, 66-69, fig. 2.14.
110 Sharif (forthcoming).
111 For an overview of the tombs, see Kloner 
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112 Grainger 1991, 11–12; Berlin 1997c, 75–76, 
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Nitschke 2007. 

113 Peters & Thiersch 1905, 37–38.
114 Herbert 2003, 324–325.
115 Berlin 1997c, 77, 79–85, figs. 11 –13. For the 

production of Phoenician semi fine at Akko-
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Stone (forthcoming).

116 Herbert and Berlin 2003, 53.
117 Elaigne 2007, 517–526.
118 E.g. Herbert 2003, 322–323; Tang 2005, 14. 

Delos was the scene of cultural interchange in 
addition to commercial relations, as is nicely 
encapsulated by a 2nd century BC Greek epi-
gram composed by the Phoenician Antipater 
of Sidon and inscribed on a base in the Agora 
of the Italians. Roussel & Launey 1937, 351, 
no. 2549. We thank Charles Campbell of the 
University of Cincinnati for bringing this epi-
gram to our attention.

119 Contra e.g., Sanmartí 2009, 72
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